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Lifetime of Organic Photovoltaics: Status and Predictions
The results of a meta-analysis conducted on organic photovoltaics (OPV) lifetime data reported in the literature is
presented through the compilation of an extensive OPV lifetime database based on a large number of articles, followed by
analysis of the large body of data. We fully reveal the progress of reported OPV lifetimes. Furthermore, a generic lifetime
marker has been defi ned, which helps with gauging and comparing the performance of different architectures and
materials from the perspective of device stability. Based on the analysis, conclusions are drawn on the bottlenecks for
stability of device confi gurations and packaging techniques, as well as the current level of OPV lifetimes reported under
different aging conditions. The work is summarized by discussing the development of a tool for OPV lifetime prediction and
the development of more stable technologies. An online platform is introduced that will aid the process of generating
statistical data on OPV lifetimes and further refi nement of the lifetime prediction tool.
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